


About us

Dear friends,
It’s my pleasure to introduce our company as it Was established in 1999 launched a branch in Oman and Dubai after 
the big success of its main companies in Italy and Canada
Infinite travel now it is a part of Al Marhubi Infinite Group 
Our company created to offer you the unexpected and unlimited experience in the industry of tourism. Explore the 
world through us and enjoy the ultimate and excellent services we offer to make your journey experience 
unforgettable.

Our company has over 14 years of combined experience in travel and tourism, providing a unique insider’s perspective 
on the local people, places and cultures you encounter. In other words, we are eager to provide you with advice on 
many of the top destinations in the world or any type of external and internal trips as well.
Oman office was launched after discovering how much Oman has to offer of richness’ of tourist attractions and 
archaeological sites to the world. We will introduce you to the people you’d never meet if traveling on your own and 
surprise you with hidden places only the locals know about. We will give you fascinating insights into local traditions 
and bring history to life.
Our dedicated professional team will ensure that the trip you have always dreamed of is the one you will be 
experiencing!

Management Team 

OUR PHILOSOFY,
The experience of living starts when you find the pleasure of enjoying , Those little things around us creating 
unforgettable moments which last a lifetime .Each detail counts to satisfy our clients who choose infinite travel for 
infinite memories 

Our Mission,
· Treat our clients as our partners in innovative travel and tourism solutions, and deliver amazing services to fulfill 
their desires and exceed their expectations.
· Present the world through the infinite perspective.

Our Vision,
· To open the doors of world tourism into our country and to give our you an ultimate solution       for their travel 
plans.

Our aim is:
· To expand and become the top leading travel and tour operator in the travel industry.
· To guarantee unique services and to provide sustainable solutions in tourism.
· To expand our horizons to work with new markets from all over the world day by day.

Our Services 
Infinite Travel offers creative and innovative ideas with unique details to ensure the maximum enjoyment of our 
country richness with personalized, efficient service, and a combination of professionals with strong tourism 
experience.
Among the services we offer, we stand out in the coordination of itineraries for individuals or groups, including hotel 
reservations, transport, tours, car rentals, travel insurance, local flights, and many other activities. We strongly believe 
that every detail is important, and for this reason, we make our best effort to care for all those “little things” which will
always make the difference so that your trip will be special. Our service specializes in offering creative itineraries; for 
this we are particular in the selection of our transport personnel, guides and everyone involved in the operation. We 
treat our clients not only as customers, but as partners. With us, you can select any type of trip you wish to make. We 
offer you a broad selection in hotels, car rentals, airlines and individual or groups tours.
We can’t wait to see you!



MYSTICAL MUSCAT. (Duration: 4 Hours - 100 KM – Timing 0830hrs to 1230hrs) By Saloon Car
Our half day tour of the capital Muscat offers the visitor a unique opportunity to witness a modern 
commercial center existing in harmony with its traditional culture. The tour begins with a visit to the 
Grand Mosque a must see for all tourist (open for visitors between 0900-1100 hrs, except Fridays) Dress 
code – Women should wear attire covering their arms and legs and should cover their head with scarf. 
Men should wear normal shirt and trousers). Enjoy the beautiful drive along the waterfront corniche
past decorative, old merchants 'houses overlooking intimate harbor, visit the Fish Market and the 
colorful Muttrah souk the oldest in Oman with its distinctive antique silver and spice shops. We then 
visit the intriguing Bait Al Baranda or Bait Al Zubair Museum (except Friday) offering a fascinating 
glimpse into the lifestyle and traditions of ancient and modern Muscat. We proceed for photostop to 
magnificent Al Alam Palace, The official palace of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos flanked by the Oman's 
most famous forts stand at the entrance to Muscat bay Mirani & Jalali, The fort offers a wealth of 
insights into Oman's rich heritage and culture and was restored and converted into a museum in the 
reign of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said. We end your tour with a drive pass quaint fishing village, 
the picturesque marina and the prominent hotel in Muscat Al Bustan Palace- Ritz Carlton Hotel.
End of tour. 
Tour includes: Water / light breakfast / Soft drinks / Entrance to the Museums
Things suggested to carry along: Sunglasses/ Hat or a Cap / Camera

EVENING SHOPPING TOUR. (Duration: 4 Hours - 100 KM – Timing 1630hrs to 2030hrs) By Saloon Car
We will pick you up from your hotel and drive to the shopping area of your choice. You can choose 
from: 
Muttrah Souq, (2) Ruwi High Street, (3) Qurum Shopping area, (4) City Centre. Following this, before 
drop back to hotel we will drop you at one of the local restaurant (again of your choice) for dinner
Tour includes: Water / Soft drinks
Things suggested to carry along: Camera / enough cash

FULL DAY MYSTICAL MUSCAT (Duration: 8 Hours - 180 KM – Timing 0900hrs to 1700 hrs) By Saloon Car
Muscat offers the visitor a unique opportunity to witness a modern commercial centre existing in 
harmony with its traditional culture. With its natural harbour, Muscat means “Anchorage” & lies in a 
natural volcanic bowl. Our tour of the Grand Mosque (except Friday) Drive along the waterfront 
Corniche visiting the Fish Market & to Bait al Baranda Museum which become a part of Omani 
landmarks that would embody and preserve the memories of Muscat city and introduce the history of 
the city and contribute to cultural activities then later to the colourful Muttrah Souq. We proceed for a 
photostop to the magnificent Al Alam Palace, official palace of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos flanked by 
the Oman's most famous forts stand at the entrance to Muscat bay Mirani & Jalali, The fort offers a 
wealth of insights into Oman's rich heritage and culture and was restored and converted into a museum 
in the reign of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said. 
After Lunch stop in local Omani restaurant we proceed to Marina Bandar Al Rawdha for your boat trip
through coastal area and enjoy Sea Sunset. 
Tour includes: Water /Soft drinks / Lunch / Entrance to the Museums / Sea trip tickets 
(Dress code: Ladies fully covered and to carry a head scarf, men in trousers)



JOURNEY IN TO THE PAST (Duration: 6 Hrs - 400 kms - Timing 0900hrs – 1500hrs) By Saloon car or 4WD
Departing from Muscat you head towards Barka, famous for unusual bull fights .En route, explore the 
historical charm of Bait Na’maan, a fortified overnight rest house for imam’s travelling to the interior. 
Further drive through the Batinah plain, to take a photo stop at the massive military stronghold of Al 
Hazm castle (photo stop) with huge wooden entry door, secret escape tunnels and hidden passages, 
dungeons ,and gun ports in the upper floors .Visit the ancient town of Rustaq, the former capital of the 
great grandfather of the ruling Sultan .Passing through picturesque wadis you approach the oasis of 
Nakhl and tour 17th century Nakhl fortress ,standing guard on rocky prominence the fort commands a 
superb 360 degree view of the surrounding countryside. Before returning to Muscat, stop and refresh at 
the mineral-laden springs of Ain Al Thowrah hot springs which flows out of a wadi and disappears into 
the nearby date plantations through a falaj channel. The spring is a highly important source of water for 
the locals since it irrigates about 90% of the surrounding land. Return to Muscat. 
Tour includes: snacks /  lunch /Water and Soft Drinks
Things suggested to carry along: Sunglasses/ Hat or a Cap / Camera

Nizwa Tour. (Duration: 9 Hours - 450 KM – Timing 0800hrs to 1700hrs) By Saloon car
Depart in the direction of Nizwa visiting enroute the Amouage Perfumery. Now, in its 26th year, the 
House of Amouage creates some of the most expensive perfumes in the world for both men and 
women. Proceed for Nizwa visiting Birkat Al Mauz village via Fanja arrive at the famous Round 
Tower Fort, built in the 17th century.   Explore the village and the neighbouring Souq, popular for its 
intricately hand-carved" khanjars" (daggers) &   ornamental silver jewellery.  
Tour includes: snacks /  lunch /Water and Soft Drinks
Things suggested to carry along: Sunglasses/ Hat or a Cap / Camera

MULTI-TERRAIN OMAN (Duration: 7 Hours – 270 KM - Timing 0900hrs to 1600hrs) By 4WD
Departing Muscat we head towards Barka, then drive through the batinah region, to visit the Nakhl
Oasis and tour 17th century Nakhl fortress, standing guard on rocky prominence the fort command a 
superb 360 degree view of the surrounding countryside. We further proceed to the mineral-laden 
warm springs of Ain Al Thorah hot springs which flows out of a wadi and disappears into the nearby 
date plantations through a falaj channel. The spring is a highly important source of water for the 
locals since it irrigates about 90% of the surrounding land. The tour continues along jagged hills past 
palms and scattered dwellings to the river bed of the beautiful Wadi Bani Awf. Enjoy a cool and 
refreshing stop at the hidden water pools in a narrow gorge. Climbing higher, the panorama along 
this road carved into the mountain is spectacular. At the entrance to a narrow canyon, locally known 
as Snake Gorge, walk into the extraordinary village of Bild Sayt with its steep agricultural terraces 
spread below the village. Stop for lunch, stroll around the picturesque mud brick dwelling and meet 
friendly locals via Wadi Bani Awf and its panoramic views. Way back to Muscat proceed to Wadi
Sahtan where one gets to meet the beekeepers.
Tour includes: Lunch /Water / Soft Drinks
Things suggested to carry along: Sunglasses/ Hat or a Cap / Camera.
(Not recommended during raining season)



DESERT WILDNESS (Duration: 9 Hours- 600 KM -Timing 0900hrs – 1800hrs) By 4WD
Depart Muscat in the morning along the landscaped highway past cultivated gardens and acres of date 
palms. You cross wide gravel plains with distant mountains, onward through a trading town, and arrive at a 
charming village of traditional mud brick dwelling .tracking though the silent , empty desert of Al Sharqiyah
Sands dunes rising up to 200 meters ,you cross the soft golden dunes to reach the Bedouin desert camp in 
the isolated wilderness. Take pleasure in the warm hospitality of the hardy and colorful Bedouin who make 
their living rearing camels and goats .For those who dare, a fun camel ride is available, in sharp contrast, 
shake the sand from your shoes as you wind though hills to the pretty mountain village of the lush, fertile 
Wadi Bani Khalid famous for its beautiful turquoise blue pools, nestled amongst giant rocks and caves. This 
provides the perfect place to enjoy a swim in clear deep pools, or take a walk into the rocky canyon 
surrounded by massive boulders and sheer cliffs. Return to Muscat. 
Tour includes: Lunch /Water and Soft Drinks
Things suggested to carry along: Sunglasses/ Hat or a Cap / Camera.
(It is advisable to wear light comfortable clothing and walking shoes)

TWILIGHT DHOW CRUISE  / SUNDAYS & THURSDAYS ONLY
(3 hours including transfer time) Timing 1630 Hrs departs
Transfer from the hotel to the Marina to embark on a relaxed dhow (fishermen’s boat) cruise. See Muscat 
coast through the eyes of ancient seafarers who plied this route for centuries. Have a brief stop at a natural 
cove. Photograph the spectacular Al Bustan Palace Hotel before we return back to the Marina for the 
transfer to the hotel. 
(Soft drinks, tea, coffee and dates served on board)

AMAZING DOLPHINS (Duration: 3½ Hours) (0730hrs–1100hrs Includes transfers)
Transfer from the Muscat hotel to the Marina to embark on a boat as we search the seas for Dolphins 
and Whales. Watching wild dolphins is a thrilling way to start the day and the lucky may even come 
across one of the many species of whales that can be found just a few kilometres from Muscat’s rugged 
coast. Not every trip guarantees a sighting, but you are sure to enjoy a trip out to sea and enhance your 
knowledge of nature’s most fascinating marine mammals. 



Enjoy breakfast at the hotel.
0800 hrs We proceed to visit Wadi Bani Khalid. It 
comprises of small pretty villages embedded in the 
mountains. The Wadi has clear deep blue water. It is 
advisable to wear light comfortable clothing and walking 
shoes.
The Wahiba Sands, a vast mass of undulating red and 
white sea of sand and dunes rising upto 200 meters are 
also host to a variety of flora and fauna. The ever-changing 
patterns of the dunes are a photographer’s delight. 
Experience a roller coaster like feeling as our experienced 
drivers drive you over the dunes. The Wahiba Sands is also 
home to the traditional Bedouin tribe who are known for 
their hospitality and their knowledge of the sands. We will 
stop by a Bedouin family in their traditional and simple 
habitat. Set menu lunch will be served at Al Sharqiyah
Sands hotel before returning to Muscat at approximately 
1730hrs. 

Notes:
Never approach turtles emerging from the sea or disturb nesting Turtles.
Watch out for disoriented hatchlings and direct them seaward.
Never leave waste on the beach. 
Avoid making noise around the nesting beach.
Using the flashlight is prohibited. The best photo opportunity would be early 
morning around 0530 hrs.
Carry light pullovers in dark colours only.
Carry only one small overnight bag due to the limited baggage space.
Package not recommended in May

01 NIGHT / 02 DAYS PACKAGE
TURTLE BY NIGHT PACKAGE ALADDIN PACKAGE

Day 01:  Muscat – Quraiyat – Sur – Ras Al Hadd

Chauffeur drive basis only. 
At 0800 hrs we depart by 4WD to Ras Al Junaiz via the 
scenic and rugged coastal route. This tour offers 
breathtaking glimpses of the blue waters of the Gulf of 
Oman offset by pristine white beaches. 
We drive past the fishing village of Quriyat. There is a good 
chance of spotting Flamingos and Eagles at an inland 
stream.  Visit the picturesque Wadi Arabayeen with its 
deep pools of water set among the date palms. We then 
proceed to the Bimah sinkhole, a spectacular limestone 
crater with blue green water at the bottom. On clear sunny 
days while driving along the coast one might chance to see 
sharks in the deep blue waters or fleet footed Gazelles 
sprint across the landscape. 
The mausoleum of Bibi Miriam at Qalhat stands as 
testimony of a bygone era. As we continue from here the 
road winds through mountain terrain offering breathtaking 
glimpses of the blue waters of the ocean enroute.
After a set menu lunch at Sur Beach Hotel, we continue 
our drive to Ras Al Junaiyz, a sanctuary for the green 
turtles.  Check into the hotel. 
Dinner at the hotel. At night we have a short drive to the 
Ras Al Jinz Scientific Centre where we are escorted to the 
beach by trained guides to watch the turtles coming into 
nest on the sands.
Dinner & Overnight stay at Turtle Beach resort

Day 02:  Ras Al Hadd – Wahiba Sands – Muscat 

Day 01:  Muscat – Nakhal – Nizwa

At 0800 hrs departure for Seeb. Our first stop 
is the Barka fish souk by the seaside. Drive 
through the date palms to the sparkling 
springs and Fort at Nakhl.
Depart for Nizwa. 
Nizwa, capital of the interior, is the birth place 
of Islam in the Sultanate of Oman. Enroute to 
Nizwa visit the pretty village of Birkat Al Mauz
situated at the foothills of Jabal Akhdar (green 
mountains). Enjoy a walk through its oasis and 
dense date plantations.
Overnight stay at the Golden Tulip Nizwa hotel

Day 02:  Nizwa – Muscat 

Breakfast
Nizwa boasts of the famous Round Tower fort, 
built in the 17th century, and its Souq renowned 
for its Friday cattle auction, intricately hand-carved 
"khanjars" (daggers) & ornamental silver jewellery. 
Drive past the village of Bahla onto Jabrin. Jabrin, 
the finest of Oman's castles built in the late 17th 
century, became a seat of Omani learning.  The 
castle displays the highest achievement in Omani 
ceiling painting & beautifully executed wood 
carvings. 
Visit the ruins of an old village at Tanuf with its 
crumbling mud walls and serene atmosphere.
Drive back to Muscat. 

Packages include: 
Twin sharing accommodation as given hotels
Meals as per mentioned in itinerary
Service for our English speaking chauffeur with air conditioned 4WD for 2 days
All entrances fees.
Points of interests as highlighted in the itinerary
Snacks / soft drink / water our driver will serve throughout the package
Would recommend carry camera as click all  the remarkable places to leave 
Oman with lots of memories



Breakfast – Transfer to Khasab Port for a full day dhow 
cruise to the spectacular fjords of Musandam exploring 
small fishing villages and the famous telegraphic island 
with a possibility to view dolphins. (Lunch served on 
board). Swimming and snorkeling possible on this cruise. 
Cruise back to Khasab Return to the hotel 
Overnight at Golden Tulip Khasab / Esra Apartment 

Notes:
Never approach turtles emerging from the sea or disturb nesting Turtles.
Watch out for disoriented hatchlings and direct them seaward.
Never leave waste on the beach. 
Avoid making noise around the nesting beach.
Using the flashlight is prohibited. The best photo opportunity would be early 
morning around 0530 hrs.
Carry light pullovers in dark colours only.
Carry only one small overnight bag due to the limited baggage space.
Package not recommended in May

02 NIGHTS / 03 DAYS PACKAGE

MUSANDAM PACKAGE DHOFAR PACKAGE

Day 01:  Muscat to Khasab / Moutain Safari

Arrival at Khasab Airport, meet, greet and transfer to 
Golden Tulip Khasab Hotel
In the afternoon proceed on a half day mountain safari in 
a 4WD.  Drive to Jebel Harim which is the highest 
mountain in Musandam (2087M).  Enroute stop at ‘Sayh’
village, located at 1100 M above sea level.  From the 
Khawr Al Najid view the splendid coastline spread with 
turquoise blue waters lapping the shores.  Proceed to visit 
Birkhat Khalidiya Park with it’s acacia trees, which remain 
green throughout the year. 

Overnight at Golden Tulip Khasab / Esra Apartment 

Day 02:  Full Day Dhow Cruise in Khasab

Day 01:  Flight to Salalah

Arrive at Salalah airport and transfer to Juweira Boutique 
Hotel for your overnight stay

Day 02:  Salalah Full Day Tour

Breakfast
0900 Hrs Visit the fishing village of Taqa, an old town with an 
interesting castle surrounded by watchtowers and Taqa stone 
houses. Proceed onward to Khor Rori creek, the site of the ruined 
city of Samhuram and capital of ancient Arabia’s frankincense trade. 
Excavations have produced evidence of an ancient city with trade 
links by sea to Far Eastern destinations and with even distant 
Greece. Mirbat, the ancient capital of Dhofar, was an important 
town as early as the 9th century for it’s trade in frankincense, horses 
and slaves. See some of the old houses famous for its woodcarvings. 
If lucky see boatloads of fish arriving into the harbor. One of 
Dhofar’s best-known historic sites is Bin Ali’s Tomb. The twin domed 
structure; tomb of Mohamed bin Ali who died in 1135 AD is a fine 
example of medieval architecture. 

1430 Hrs Visit the Biblical “Nabi Ayoub” Prophet Job’s Tomb, 
perched high up in the “Jebels” (mountains). Enroute are 
spectacular views of the plains, mountain landscape and emerald 
green pastureland. Proceed to Mughsail Beach where “Blow-holes”-
(perforations in the limestone rock) through which sea water gushes 
during high tide. Experience the Hairpin Bend Roads for 
approximately 15/20 kms, which will take you to a wadi. The views 
are breathtaking due to heights involved. This is the road that takes 
you to the Yemen border. At the nearby bird sanctuary, one may see 
seasonal birds. Enroute, the stark shape of leafless Frankincense 
Trees dot the landscape. Once traded as a commodity more precious 
than gold, frankincense harvested in Dhofar is rated the best in the 
world. 
Overnight stay at Juweira Boutique Hotel

Packages include: 
Twin sharing accommodation as given hotels
Meals as per mentioned in itinerary
Service for our English speaking chauffeur with air conditioned 4WD for 2 days
All entrances fees.
Transportation in an air-conditioned saloon car / 4wd in case of 4 pax
Services of an English speaking chauffeur.
Economy class Mct/Khs/Mct or Mct/Sll/Mct airfare (fares subject to change)

All entrance fees.
Would recommend carry camera as click all  the remarkable places to leave 
Oman with lots of memories

Day 03:  Khasab – Muscat by flight or Ferry

Depart for a city tour to view the Khasab Fort and the 
prehistorically rock paintings at Wadi Tawi then transfer to 
Khasab Airport to board the flight to MCT.

Day 03:  Khasab – Muscat by flight or Ferry

Morning at leisure. 
Departure transfer to Salalah Airport for your flight to Muscat



Our Service Partners 

Hotels & resorts

Car Rental 


